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a word

from editor-in-chief

It was one giant leap for Solar
Science during the month. NASA
entered the Solar Atmosphere for
the first time in history when its
Parker Solar Probe touched the
Sun by flying through the Sun’s
upper atmosphere – the corona.
Later, NASA’s James Webb Space
Telescope was launched to study
every phase of cosmic history —
from within our solar system to the
most distant observable galaxies.

With the industry setting up a deadline to reach zero
carbon emission by 2050, sustainability has come at the forefront. From engine makers to aircraft manufacturers, everyone
is coming up with initiatives that vouch to be environmentally
efficient. In an exclusive interview to SP’s Aviation, Mark Burns,
President, Gulfstream shares his insights on the newly launched
G400 and G800 as well as the company’s focus on sustainability
through these and more offerings. The G400 and G800 will also
be able to fly using Sustainable Aviation Fuel (SAF). The manufacturer plans to use SAF throughout the flight-test programme.
Also, Brazilian manufacturer Embraer recently presented the
Energia family comprising of four new aircraft concepts that will
use renewable energy propulsion technologies. In an article by
Ayushee Chaudhary, this issue throws light on this latest addition in Embraer’s Sustainability in Action initiative that aims to
reduce its carbon emissions by 50 per cent starting from 2030.
This month’s edition also notes the exciting missions that the
space industry witnessed through NASA’s Parker Solar Probe and
the James Webb Telescope in two articles by Ayushee Chaudhary.
The Parker Solar Probe managed to fly through the Sun’s upper
atmosphere – the corona, three years after its launch. The Webb
Telescope, the largest and most complex space science observatory till date, aims to explore previously hidden regions of the
universe: early galaxies, forming planets, brown dwarfs, and
more. Following a series of complex steps towards its final set-up
in the space, Webb will share its first image in six months.
This edition also includes the top civil aero engines in the
world today curated by Air Marshal Anil Chopra (Retd). He talks
about the top global commercial aircraft turbofan engine manufacturers alongside detailing the engine alliances, some international engines and Chinese turbofans. He makes an interesting
observation about many major manufacturers having formed
joint ventures to access both technology and markets.
There’s also a report on Embraer defence & security portfolio

that the company has been diversifying constantly, covering a
full line of integrated solutions and applications that consists of
Command and Control center; radars; intelligence, surveillance
and reconnaissance; right up to the C-390 Millennium multi-mission transport aircraft and more. Air Marshal B.K. Pandey (Retd)
reports on how the aerospace industry of China has developed
and is now supporting the largest aviation force in the region
and the third largest in the world today without the support of
either the Russians or any others. Simon Davies from the Global
Jet Capital shares his views on business aircraft financing can be
done in today’s world as a result of current market conditions.
One of the most tragic occurrence of this year remains the
loss of India’s Chief of Defence Staff, General Bipin Rawat. Leaving the top post of the Indian Defence forces vacant, this mishap
came as a big blow. A report by Air Marshal B.K. Pandey (Retd)
on the Helicopter crash is included in this issue.
All this and more in this issue of SP’s Aviation. We welcome
you aboard and wish you many happy landings!
We at SP’s wish every valuable reader of SP’s Aviation, a
very Happy, Healthy and Prosperous Year 2022.
Jai Hind!

Owned, published and printed by Jayant Baranwal, printed at Kala Jyothi Process Pvt Ltd and published at
A-133, Arjun Nagar (Opposite Defence Colony), New Delhi 110003, India. All rights reserved. No part of this
publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by any means,
photocopying, recording, electronic, or otherwise without prior written permission of the Publishers.
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news

with views

NEWS
AN UNMITIGATED DISASTER
FOR THE NATION
On December 8, 2021, a Mi-17 V5 helicopter of the Indian Air Force (IAF) flying from Sulur to Wellington located in the Nilgiris, crashed a few kilometres short of the destination killing all but one. The helicopter caught fire
and was completely destroyed. On board was General Bipin Rawat, Chief of
Defence Staff (CDS), his wife Madhulika Rawat and 12 other service personnel from the Indian Army and the IAF, including a crew of three. On board
the helicopter were General Bipin Rawat’s defence assistant Brigadier L.S.
Lidder and his staff officer Lieutenant Colonel Harjinder Singh. Group Captain Varun Singh, a fighter pilot from the IAF who was an instructor at DSSC
Wellington, was sent as liaison officer to Sulur to receive the VVIP.

Photograph: Russian Helicopters

viewS
On December 8, 2021, General Bipin Rawat, the first CDS
of the Indian Armed Forces, was being flown in a Mi-17 V5
helicopter of No. 109 Squadron based at Air Force Station,
Sulur near Coimbatore. General Bipin Rawat had arrived at
Sulur earlier in the day by a fixed wing VIP aircraft of the IAF.
The General was scheduled to deliver a lecture to the student
officers at the Defence Services Staff College (DSSC), Wellington
and the members of the Directing Staff posted there. Both the
student officers and the staff were eagerly looking forward to
interaction with CDS, the senior most appointment in the Indian
Armed Forces.
Apart from General Bipin Rawat, the Mi-17 V5 helicopter
had his wife Madhulika Rawat on board along with seven staff
members from the Indian Army consisting of officers, JCOs and
men. Escorting the CDS was Group Captain Varun Singh, the
liaison officer appointed by DSSC. Wing Commander P.S. Chauhan, the Commanding Officer of No. 109 Squadron himself was
the pilot in command with Squadron Leader K. Singh as the
co-pilot duly assisted by flight engineer JWO Das and the radio
operator JWO Pradeep. The helicopter got airborne from Sulur
at 11:48 am and headed for Wellington that is approximately 80
km away in the hills of the Nilgiris. The landing at the helipad
located in the golf course at Wellington was scheduled to be at
12:15 pm and the Commandant of DSSC along with his wife
was waiting at the helipad to welcome the high profile visitors.
At 12:08 pm, the pilot in command of the helicopter radioed
a message to the air traffic control at Air Force Station, Sulur
to confirm their imminent landing at the destination helipad.
Unfortunately, immediately after the pilot transmitted the radio
message at 12:08 pm, the helicopter crashed in the vicinity of a
residential colony housing employees of a tea estate, just ten km
short of the helipad at Wellington.
This accident in which General Bipin Rawat, the senior most
serving officer in the Indian Armed Forces, perished along with
his wife and all staff members accompanying him, has undoubtedly been an unmitigated disaster. Group Captain Varun Singh,
the liaison officer from DSSC, was the only survivor among the
14 persons on board However, as he had suffered burn injuries
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extending to over 85 per cent of his body, his battle for life was
not successful. Tragically, he passed away in a military hospital
after a week of struggle for life. He was cremated with full military honours on December 17, 2021.
The twin-engine Mi-17V5 is the latest version in the family
of Mi-17 helicopters operated by the IAF. A total of 151 of these
platforms were procured from Russia by the IAF. Induction of
this platform into the IAF commenced nearly a decade ago and
so far, the IAF has lost six of these platforms in accidents. The
accident before the one under discussion, took place on February 27, 2019, a day after the Balakot strike by the Mirage 2000
aircraft of the IAF. In the militarily tense environment prevailing in J&K after the Balakot air strike, a Mi-17 V5 of the IAF that
took off from Srinagar airfield, was shot down by our own air
defence unit mistaking it to be an enemy aircraft. Tragically, the
six people on board perished in the accident.
The Mi-17 V5 is equipped with modern avionics, a selfdefence system and other advanced features that enhance its survivability. It has an armoured cockpit and is fitted with cannons. It
can be equipped with rockets for carrying out offensive roles. The
Mi-17 V5 has a service ceiling of 6,000 metres, top speed of 250
kmph and a maximum range of around 1,180 km with additional
fuel tanks. The platform is capable carrying out missions both
by day and night in adverse weather conditions. This platform
has been used extensively in the Ladakh sector where India and
China have been locked in a border standoff since May 2020.
While a tri-service Court of Inquiry is in progress, there is
considerable and unending speculation amongst the public on
the reason behind this tragic accident ranging from technical
failure to a devious role by China. Video recordings by tourists
in the area of the helicopter in flight a few minutes before the
crash, indicate the possibility of the helicopter penetrating the
mist prevailing in the valley in which it was descending. However, instead of speculating, it would be appropriate to await the
findings of the Court of Inquiry that would establish the cause of
this tragic mishap with a high degree of certainty. SP

—By Air Marshal B.K. Pandey (Retd)
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J-16 fighter jets of the Chinese Air force fly in two-ship formation

Photograph: eng.chinamil.com.cn / Liu Chang and Liu Yinghua

CHINA’S AIRPOWER —
THIRD LARGEST IN THE
WORLD
The J-16 fighter aircraft is clear evidence that the aerospace industry of
China is no longer dependent on Russia for technology in the domain of
the aerospace and defence industry
By Air Marshal B.K. Pandey (Retd)
The annual report for the year 2021 on China’s military
power prepared by the Department of Defence of the United
States of America, was made available to the public in November
this year. As per this document, China today, possesses the largest aviation force in the region and the third largest in the world.
POWER CENTRES
China’s military power is wielded by the People’s Liberation
Army (PLA) which is the umbrella organisation for the security

www.sps-aviation.com

of the nation. The capability of China’s military to project and
wield air power which undoubtedly is a vital component of any
military organisation in the world today, lies with the assets that
are available with two organisations of its armed forces namely
the People’s Liberation Army Air Force (PLAAF) and the People’s
Liberation Army Naval Air Force (PLANAF). Both these organisations possess and operate a variety of military aircraft either
jointly or independently to ensure the security of the national air
space as also to project the nation’s capability of wielding its air
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power against the enemy over land as also over the sea.
As per estimates by the Pentagon, the PLAAF and the PLANAF together have around 2800 aircraft on their inventory, not
counting trainer aircraft and unmanned aerial vehicles. Out of
the fleet of 2,800 aircraft, around 2,250 are platforms dedicated to combat role which include air defence and deep penetration strike. The fleet of combat aircraft consists of around
1,800 fighters jets out of which about 800 fall in the category of
fourth-generation combat platforms. The fleet also includes 134
heavy bombers and in flight refuelling aircraft as well as twenty
airborne early warning aircraft.
China’s capability of projecting airpower is largely through
the PLAAF. Compared to the PLAAF, the PLANAF is much
smaller in size and capability and is employed for projection
of airpower over the seas where its naval forces are committed
to operate. As per the report from the Pentagon, in the recent
times, there has been a clear change in the focus of the PLAAF
in particular. The priorities of the PLAAF in its operational
domain has now been shifted focus from territorial air defence
to offensive and defensive operations as also to building a force
that is capable of projecting airpower at long range.
BRIEF HISTORY
The first unit of the PLAAF was raised in July 1949, good 17
years after the raising of the Indian Air Force (IAF) which
was then known as the Royal Indian Air Force. The first unit
of the PLAAF was located at Beijing Nanyuan Airport and was
equipped with six single-engine P-51 Mustang fighter aircraft
that were of American origin, two de Havilland DH98 Mosquito,
a British twin-engine multi-role combat aircraft and two American Fairchild PT-19 single engine trainer aircraft. The effort
by China to create and expand the PLAAF was also supported
by the then Soviet Union in the 1950s that supplied the single
engine MiG-15 and the MiG-17 sub-sonic jet fighters as also
the twin-engine MiG-19, the first supersonic jet fighter produced by Russia. China produced these three jet fighters under
license with the MiG-15 renamed as the J-2, the MiG-17 as the
Shenyang J-5 and the MiG-19 as the Shenyang J-6. It was this
opportunity that China used to her advantage to build the foundations of her indigenous aerospace industry.
The PLANAF has its own J-15 carrier-based fighters the
design of which is a copy of the Su-33 carrier aircraft purchased
from Ukraine as Russia was unwilling to sell its Su-33 to China.
These are the only fixed-wing aircraft capable of operating from
the aircraft carriers of the PLAN and are the heaviest carrier
aircraft in service in the world.
GROWTH AND MODERNISATION OF CHINA’S AVIATION FORCE
In the early 1990s, China began to procure combat aircraft of
the fourth-generation from Russia to modernise the PLAAF.
In the period between 1992 and 2015, the PLAAF received a
major boost to its inventory of combat platforms through the
acquisition of the Su-27, the Su-30 MKK and the Su-35, all modern and formidable combat jets from Russia. The Chinese aerospace industry copied the design of the Su-27 and indigenously
produced around 200 of this aircraft which is a twin-engine
combat platform renamed as the Shenyang J-11. The Chengdu
Aircraft Corporation, a major player in the Chinese aerospace
industry, launched a programme to develop a single-engine,
multirole fighter dubbed as the Chengdu J-10. Also known as
Vigorous Dragon, the aircraft is capable of all-weather operations. The Chengdu J-10 is configured with a delta wing and
canard design and has a fly-by-wire flight control system. The
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J-10 was the first aircraft for the structural design of which,
major use of computer-aided design was made by the Chinese
aerospace industry. The first prototype of this aircraft undertook its maiden flight in 1998. Production of the J-10 fighter
aircraft commenced in 2002 and currently, it is estimated that
around 200 of this platform are in service with the PLAAF.
One capability that the PLAAF lacked was of in flight refuelling of combat platforms. Apart from the move to procure eight
IL-78 in flight refuelling aircraft from Russia, China launched a
programme to develop an indigenous aerial tanker. The short
route to success was to modify the H-6 bomber aircraft which
was the indigenously produced Tupolev Tu-16 bomber of Russian origin. The H-6 bomber fleet is large with over 230 in service with the PLAAF and PLAN.
A platform that has been in service with the PLANAF since
2012 is the Shenyang J-15 Flying Shark, which is an all-weather,
twin-jet, carrier-based fourth-generation multirole fighter aircraft developed by the Shenyang Aircraft Corporation specifically for the PLANAF. A recent acquisition of combat platform by
the PLAAF has been the Shenyang J-16 which is a tandem-seat,
twinjet, multirole strike fighter developed from the Shenyang
J-11BS model and built by Shenyang Aircraft Corporation. This
aircraft entered service in 2015. The J-16 is equipped with
an AESA radar and the weight of the aircraft is reduced significantly through enhanced use of composite materials. Use of
radar-absorbent paint on the airframe reduces its radar signature and enhances its Suppression of Enemy Air Defence (SEAD)
capability. The aircraft is powered by indigenous Shenyang WS10A turbofan engines. The J-16 is clear evidence that the aerospace industry of China is no longer dependent on Russia for
technology in the domain of the aerospace industry.
Another fighter bomber aircraft that has been in service with
both the PLAAF and the PLANAF is the JH-7 Flying Leopard
manufactured by Xi’an Aircraft Industry Corporation. This is a
tandem seat, twin-engine fighter bomber aircraft, the first lot of
which were delivered to the PLANAF in the mid-1990s with the
improved JH-7A entering service in 2004. By the end of the year
2004, the PLAAF too received the first lot of this aircraft. The fleets
of the latest version of the JH-7A and that of the J-16, serve as the
backbone of the deep strike fleet of the PLAAF and the PLANAF.
The latest combat platform that has been developed by the
Chinese aerospace industry is the Chengdu J-20 air superiority
fighter aircraft with stealth and precision strike capability. The
J-20 undertook its maiden flight on January 11, 2011. This platform that is reported to be based on designed obtained deviously
from the United States, entered service in March 2017. China is
reported to be developing new stealth aircraft including a nuclearcapable stealth bomber that is likely to be called the H-20. It is
reported that the H-20 would have a range of 5,000 nautical miles
and would be able to carry a ten-tonne payload. China is also
developing another stealth fighter, the FC-31, which is likely to be
its next carrier-based fighter that will replace the J-15.
THE FUTURE
Assessments of the future of the fleets of combat aircraft with
the PLAAF indicate that it will consist largely of the Chengdu
J-10, the Shenyang J-11 and the Chengdu J-20 as its main force
with the J-16 and the JH-7A as the primary precision strike
fighters. The PLANAF will have the J-15 till it is replaced by a
new platform, possibly the FC-31. The Aviation force of China
duly supported by her indigenous aerospace industry, is now
emerging as a major challenge to the existing global aerospace
powers including India. SP
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Embraer —
A Power Defence
Player

Over the past decade, Embraer has taken steps to diversify its product portfolio
covering a full line of integrated solutions and applications

Photographs: Embraer

By Ayushee Chaudhary

C-390 Millennium is the newestgeneration multi-mission aircraft

www.sps-aviation.com
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A-29 Super Tucano is marketed as the most reliable and cost-effective solution for advanced flight and combat training

Widely known for its executive jets, the Brazilian refuelling (AAR) configuration is designated as KC-390, is fully
manufacturer Embraer also comprises of a strong Defence and operational with the Brazilian air force. Since receiving its first
Security arm. Embraer Defence and Security is among the lead- aircraft in 2019, the Brazilian air force has deployed the KC-390
ing aerospace and defence companies. Its products and solu- on several critical missions in Brazil and abroad, increasing the
tions are present in over 60 countries, with a constantly grow- range of missions. The Hungarian government signed a contract with Embraer for the acquisition of two C-390 Millennium
ing presence on the global market.
The company boasts of comprehensive Defence solutions multi-mission transport aircraft, in the KC-390 configuration.
that combine strategic knowledge and cutting-edge technol- This is the second contract for the C-390 with a NATO (North
ogy. Over the past decade, the company has taken steps to Atlantic Treaty Organisation) nation in Europe, after the Portudiversify its product portfolio covering a full line of integrated guese air force chose the aircraft in 2019. Deliveries for both
solutions and applications. This consists of command and con- countries are scheduled to start in 2023. The aircraft will be the
trol center (C4I); radars; intelligence, surveillance and recon- first in the world featuring an Intensive Care Unit (ICU) configunaissance (ISR); and space; right up to the C-390 Millennium ration for humanitarian missions.
The C-390 can perform a wide array of missions including:
multi-mission transport aircraft and more. This also includes
integrated systems for information, communications, border • transport and launch cargo and troops
monitoring and surveillance as well as aircraft for authorities’ • medical evacuation,
transportation and special missions. With all of this, Embraer • search and rescue,
Defence & Security products and solutions is present in over • humanitarian
• aerial refueling (fighters and helicop60 countries. A wide range of products
ters),
gives Embraer an upper hand to provide
• aerial firefighting and assistance.
the ideal aircraft for any kind of mission
The C-390 is fully NATO compatible,
– from short-range flights to long trips
The A-29 Super
not only in terms of hardware, but also
with large delegations.
Tucano is the only
in terms of avionics and communications
configuration.The C-390’s piloting is
C-390 MILLENNIUM
light attack aircraft
facilitated by an integrated avionic sysThe manufacturer talks big of unrivalled
in the world with
tem and a fly-by-wire flight control, and
mobility, quick reconfiguration, high
it can be equipped with a self-Defence
availability and improved flight safety,
a US Air Force
system and ballistic protection which
all in a single, unique platform with the
Military Type
increases its capacity to operate in hosnew-generation multi-mission transport
Certificate
tile environments.
aircraft C-390 Millennium.
Recently, the C-390 Millennium fleet
The C-390, which in its air-to-air
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Praetor 600 AEW delivers Defence and Security surveillance missions of all airborne threats

surpassed 1,500 flight hours of operations since it entered service, proving its outstanding performance and capacity as the
newest-generation multi-mission aircraft.

In one of the latest developments, the A-29 Super Tucano
was successfully inducted in the Nigerian Air Forcein August
2021.

A-29 Super Tucano
The A-29 Super Tucano is stated to be the gold standard for light
attack, combat, and reconnaissance aircraft. Built in the US by
Sierra Nevada Corporation and its partner, Embraer Defence &
Security, the A-29 has been selected by 15 Air Forces worldwide
including the US Air Force, Afghanistan and Lebanon. The Philippines air force became the most recent operator of this aircraft
in the world. The A-29 is a versatile and powerful turboprop
aircraft and is known for its rugged and durable design, which
allows it to perform operations from unimproved runways and
at forward operating bases in austere environments and rugged
terrain. The A-29 is the only light attack aircraft in the world with
a US Air Force Military Type Certificate.
The A-29 Super Tucano has been in
operation for more than 15 air forces,
accumulating about 4,30,000 flight
hours and approximately 60,000 combat hours through 260 plus aircraft
ordered.The first light attack aircraft to
receive US military certification - certified in September 2014. The A-29 Super
Tucano is marketed as the most reliable
and cost-effective solution for basic and
advanced flight and combat training,
close air support operations, Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance
(ISR), armed over-watch, counterinsurgency, and irregular warfare scenarios.

Phenom 300MED
The Phenom 300MED is showcased as one of the most comprehensive Medevac solution available today. Created in partnership with umlaut and Aerolite, the Phenom 300MED brags of
the best-in-class cabin altitude, the fastest speed and longest
range in its category, high mission flexibility, plus low operating
cost and the best residual value in its class.
Designed for both civil and government applications, the
Phenom 300MED will feature either one or two stretchers, as
well as the ability to carry an incubator and additional medical
equipment. Also available as a retrofit, the Phenom 300MED
supplemental type certificate (STC) will be installed exclusively
by Embraer’s award-winning Services &
Support organisation, ensuring the highest quality, reliability, and service experience, direct from the manufacturer.

The Praetor
600 AEW
delivers Defence
and security
surveillance
missions of all
airborne and
maritime threats

www.sps-aviation.com

Phenom 100 MEPT
The Phenom 100 MEPT (Multi-Engine
Pilot Training) is a capable platform to
support all multi-engine pilot training
tasks with the following enhanced capabilities:
• Single-pilot workload philosophy
• Low operating costs
• Designed for high utilisation and
availability
• Observer seat

ISSUE 12 • 2021
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•
•

Military communication
Quick access recorder to retrieve flight data
Phenom 100 MEPT has also been the multi-engine training
tool of choice of renowned training institutes in the civilian and
Defence sectors.
Legacy 500 FIS
The Legacy 500 FIS (Flight Inspection Systems) is a state-ofthe-art platform able to perform flight inspection tasks in the
following modes:
• Site Evaluation
• Surveillance
• Commissioning inspection
• Test inspection
• Periodic inspection
The most advanced Flight Control System, which increases
mission efficiency and reduces pilots’ workload comes with
the maximum speed cruise: M 0,82 and the range of 3,125
nm range with four passengers, with the lowest operating and
maintenance costs.
P600 AEW&C
Developed by Embraer and IAI/ELTA Systems, the Praetor
600 Airborne Early Warning and Control (AEW&C) System is
equipped with a Dorsal Mounted, low weight and high efficient
latest-generation RADAR using GaN
AESA technology integrated with an
advanced AEW&C Mission System for
multiple Defence and security missions.
The Praetor 600 is Embraer’s newest generation, best-in-class, super midsize business jet. It promises to deliver
superior aircraft altitude, extended
endurance, a low altitude cabin environment, and advanced fly-by-wire
systems. An advanced communication
suite ensures interoperability within a
network-centric environment to exploit
the capabilities of existing assets.
With superior aircraft performance
and state-of-the-art sensors suite, the
Praetor 600 AEW delivers Defence and
security surveillance missions of all airborne and maritime threats at a fraction of the current AEW systems’ cost. This combination brings
within reach true sovereign ownership and control of a classleading AEW system.

(IFF). With low maintenance cost, it is a robust and flexible
radar, designed for transportation in any type of terrain, with
set up time of 15 minutes by only three operators.
SABER-M200
Long range, multirole, software-defined radar, SABER-M200
is based on phased array technology that combines solution
for air traffic control, air defence, anti-aircraft artillery and
weather surveillance, with low probability of interception. It
combines primary and secondary radar functions adhering to
the requirement of civilian as well as military air traffic control.
Additionally it also comes with the ability to perform functions
of missile guidance and precision approach radar.
SABER-S200
Fully redundant, monopulse technology secondary surveillance
radar, SABER-S200 is designed for Air Traffic Control (ATC)
with a range of 200nm and a processing capacity of 600 simultaneous tracks, able to operate in Interrogation Friend or Foe
(IFF) encrypted identification mode 4.
SAR
SAR is the company’s new airborne remote sensing system for
mapping and monitoring with high precision and resolution.
The system generates altimetric and planimetric maps through
the X and P radar bands and can be
operated day or night and in low visibility condition. The applications of
SAR include:
• topographic mapping,
• change detection (e.g., deforestation,
flooding, invasions and erosion),
• forest biomass estimation,
• search and rescue, and
• ground and maritime surveillance.

The company offers
solutions for air, land
and sea missions that
integrate sensors,
communication
systems, legacy
systems, databases
and IoT devices

SENTIR-M20
SENTIR-M20 is a portable ground surveillance radar capable of
detecting a crawling man up to 1 km, a walking man up to 10
km and light vehicles up to 30 km. This allows it to perform the
automatic classification and tracking of up to 100 simultaneous
targets on land or low altitude. Implemented for the SISFRON
project, the SENTIR M20 allows remote access and control of
data through the Command and Control Centers.
SABER-M60
This is the 3-D low altitude anti-aircraft artillery radar which
is capable of tracking up to 60 targets simultaneously within
a radius up to 60 km (32nm) and up to 5,000m (16,400ft) in
height. The radar uses Doppler pulse technology that allows
unique target detection and aircraft automatic classification
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Support and services and
SUBSIDIARY COMPANIES
So from aircraft to radars to services
in communications, and border control
systems, control and command systems, etc also come under Embraer’s
defence and security portfolio. The
company has fixed as well as mobile
systems dedicated to monitoring communication emitters and
performing the direction finding for transmitters target location. The company offers solutions for air, land and sea missions
that integrate sensors, communication systems, legacy systems,
databases and IoT devices for embedded systems and control
centers.
In its path for diversification, Embraer also acquired some
companies, such as ATECH, the main expertise of which lies in
the development of new solutions with applications in the areas
of air traffic, command and control systems, instrumentation
and control systems, and embedded systems and simulators.
Embraer also announced a contract for a capital investment in
Tempest Security Intelligence.
To consolidate its leading position in Latin America, Embraer
Defence & Security holds the control of a set of companies with
recognised expertise in critical areas of intelligence, monitoring
and control. With massive sudden transitions that are happening in the sector, consistent innovation and expansion is one key
reasons for faring well. SP
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Russia remains India’s main supplier

Photographs: Rosoboronexport

(Left) Su-30MKI combat aircraft; (Right) sprut SDM1 Light Tank.

At the recent Russian-Indian summit, a plan of militarytechnical cooperation for the next decade - 2021-2031 and several related agreements were signed.
A friendly meeting of the Russian President Vladimir Putin
and Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi stamped the fact that
Moscow remains New Delhi’s favorable partner and the main
source for defence equipment. It looks like the countries come
into a new stage of strategic partnership.
According to the Indian Ambassador to Moscow Bala Venkatesh Varma, in 2018 the total amount of bilateral defence
contracts was around $ 2-3 billion. The current scale of concluded deals has reached the amount of $ 14 billion. The figure was just disclosed by the Head of the Federal Service for
Military-Technical Cooperation (FSVTS) Dmitry Shugaev who
also announced the total volume of the New Delhi orders from
Moscow since 1991 was of $ 70 billion.
One of the agreements came out in February 2021, when
New Delhi decided to upgrade 59 MiG-29 combat aircraft fleet
with additional purchase of 21 units. The Government decided
to allocate 74.1 billion rupees (about 71 billion rubles) on that
deal. To avoid US sanctions both nations agreed to deal in the
national currencies.
Moscow-New Delhi defence cooperation has been based
on long-term contracts in a view of “Make in India” technology
transfer and industrial localisation.
According to Alexander Mikheev, CEO of the Russian State
arms dealer Rosoboronexport, who spoke to reporters in Delhi
this Tuesday, hundreds of the Sukhoi multi-role fighters and
over two and a half thousand MBT were produced in India
under the Moscow license.
“The long-term cooperation with the HAL corporation continues with the licensed production of the most massive aircraft
of the Indian Air Force - the Su-30MKI. More than 220 units
have been produced here. In the interests of the country’s land
forces in India, the HVF plant produces T-90 and T-72M1 tanks.
About 900 T-90S and 1500 T-72M1 have already been produced”, said Mikheev. He also mentioned the ‘Mango’ ammunition which have been in a mass production at the artillery
factories of the Indian Defence Ministry.
He stressed that India has always been and remains one of
the key buyers of Russian equipment for decades.
“The main principle of cooperation is based on the ‘Make-
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in-India’ program announced by the Indian government and
successfully implemented by the industry. Rosoboronexport has
been doing this for a long time, and we really have something
to be proud of. Russia is the first country that has begun largescale cooperation with India in the format of technology transfer and organisation of production of Russian-developed products at Indian enterprises,” said the boss of Rosoboronexport.
In addition, he noted, consultations are underway on the
T-90 upgrade program. Preliminary tests of several modernised
systems installed on the tanks allocated by the Indian side have
been carried out. The tests results are to follow by a decision on
upgrade package installation.
In total, over 100 different projects are on the way, ‘creating
a huge reserve for the high-tech industries development in both
countries in the future,’ emphasised Alexander Mikheev.
He also claimed, that Rosoboronexport is to take part in
the Indian light tanks tender with the Sprut-SDM1 (‘Octopus’)
amphibious tank from the High Precision Weapons holding.
Russia ‘will even offer the transfer of technology and,
most likely, localisation of several units and parts production’,
Mikheev said. He recalled that Sprut-SDM1 “is the only light
amphibious combat vehicle in its class with the firepower of
a main battle tank being armed with a 125-mm cannon. All
ammunition produced in India for T-72M1 and T-90S tanks
could be employed for Sprut-SDM1”.
One of the latest example of bilateral cooperation is the Russian-Indian joint venture for the Kamov Ka-226 light helicopter
production. The agreement unites Rostec Corporation, Russian
Helicopters and HAL of India to manufacture 200 rotorcraft for
the Indian Army Aviation and Air Force. The initial production has
already started at the Ulan-Ude Aviation Plant near the lake Baykal
in Siberia. The plant will be the main partner of HAL to produce
their assembly kits for the Indian assembly. The Ka-226 enjoys the
versatile design to be used in transport, passenger, SAR and medical evacuation variants. The machine has been digitally designed
with a use of composite materials, up-to-date engine and avionics,
being well adopted for highland operations.
Russian-Indian cooperation also works well in the field
of small arms. The December 2021 summit reconfirmed the
March 2019 deal on production line of the Russian AK-203
assault rifles. The line is launched in the Indian city of Corva
with intention to produce over 600 thousand units locally. SP
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The Energia family comprises of four new aircraft concepts that will use renewable energy propulsion technologies to help the
industry achieve its goal of net zero carbon emissions by 2050

Energia to Enhance
Efficient Emissions
Photograph: Embraer

The Embraer’s Energia Family is comprised of four concept aircraft of varying sizes that
incorporate different propulsion technologies – electric, hydrogen fuel cell, dual fuel gas
turbine, and hybrid-electric
By Ayushee Chaudhary
Sustainability is right at the centre of the aviation
industry at present. Every company is taking steps to achieve the
industry’s target of net zero emissions 2050. In line with the same,
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Brazilian manufacturer Embraer presented the Energia family.
The family comprises of four new aircraft concepts that will use
renewable energy propulsion technologies. Embraer announced
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enables Embraer to harvest the benefits
this family of concept aircraft that it is
from maximising thermal and electric
exploring to help the industry achieve its
The aircraft are
engines synergies. The nine seater, hybridgoal of net zero carbon emissions by 2050.
expected to be
electric propulsion E9-HE allows up to up
The Energia family is the latest in the comto 90 per cent CO2 emissions reduction.
pany’s Sustainability in Action initiative.
ready between
The variant will use parallel hybrid-elecThe company has partnered with an
2030 and 2040 and
tric propulsion and feature a range of 500
international consortium of engineernautical miles (nm). The E9-HE’s propuling universities, aeronautical research
aid the industry in
sion system will rely on a single piston
institutes, and small and medium-sized
achieving net zero
engine and two electric motors. This is
enterprises to better understand energy
emissions target
expected to be ready by 2030.
harvesting, storage, thermal management and their applications for sustainby 2050
able aircraft propulsion.
Energia Electric (E9-FE)
The Energia Family is comprised of
By developing higher capacity and lonfour concept aircraft of varying sizes that
ger-lasting batteries, a full-electric airincorporate different propulsion technolcraft, designed for short-range missions,
ogies – electric, hydrogen fuel cell, dual fuel gas turbine, and could reduce the aircraft CO2 emissions to zero and that is what
hybrid-electric.
Embraer is aiming with the E9-FE. This is also a nine seater and
With the Energia project, the manufacturer is exploring a a first full electric propulsion aircraft of Energia family aiming
range of sustainable concepts to carry up to 50 passengers. This for zero CO2 emissions. With a planned range of 200 nm, it is
project is considering a number of energy sources, propulsion powered by batteries that are located in the nose of the aircraft.
architectures and airframe layouts to reduce our carbon emis- The E9-FE’s expected to become a reality by 2035.
sions by 50 per cent starting from 2030 – a key step in our goal
to be net carbon neutral by 2050.
Energia H2 Fuel Cell (E19-H2FC)
“We see our role as a developer of novel technologies to Embraer believes that Hydrogen is a highly promising area in
help the industry achieve its sustainability targets. There’s no their journey to achieve zero emission flight – enabling them
easy or single solution in getting to net zero. New technologies to generate thrust while reducing carbon emissions to zero.
and their supporting infrastructure will come online over time. Hydrogen fuel cells have the potential to either run as a single
We’re working right now to refine the first airplane concepts, power source or as a hybrid with gas turbines or batteries. The
the ones that can start reducing emissions sooner rather than 19-seater hydrogen electric propulsion E19-H2FC also promlater. Small aircraft are ideal on which to test and prove new ises net zero CO2 emissions. Like the E9-FE, the E19-H2FC is
propulsion technologies so that they can be scaled up to larger also targeted to be ready by 2035.
aircraft. That’s why our Energia family is such an important
platform,” said Luis Carlos Affonso, Embraer’s Senior Vice Pres- Energia H2 Gas Turbine (E50-H2GT)
ident of Engineering, Technology and Corporate Strategy, while The dual-fuel of the E50-H2GT enables Embraer to power a gas
explaining the rationale for the Energia family.
turbine with two different fuel sources (Sustainable Aviation Fuel
or Hydrogen), to maximise operational flexibility and reduce aircraft weight. Using a modified gas turbine, adapted to these new
Energia Hybrid (E9-HE)
Combining a mix of technologies, hybrid-electric propulsion fuel sources, Embraer expects to increase range and passengers
capacity. The 35-5- seater E50-H2GT also promises 100 per cent
zero CO2 emissions and is expected to be completed by 2040.
At present the development of the Energia family aircraft
is still in its earliest phases and Embraer is evaluating each
aircraft for its technical and subsequent commercial viability.
Energia Hybrid (E9-HE)
Energia Electric (E9-FE)
Arjan Meijer, President and CEO of Embraer Commercial
hybrid-electric propulsion
full electric propulsion
Aviation, talked about the company’s strategy regarding sustainup to 90 per cent CO2
zero CO2 emissions
ability and said, “We will see a big transformation in our indusemissions reduction
try towards a more sustainable aviation. With 50 years’ experience in developing, certifying and supporting regional aircraft,
9 seats
9 seats
Embraer is in a unique position to make viable the introduction
rear-mounted engines
aft contra-rotating propellers
of new disruptive green technologies.”
technology readiness –2030
technology readiness – 2035
Although the Energia airplanes are still on the drawing
board, Embraer has already made advances in reducing emisEnergia H2 Fuel Cell
Energia H2 Gas Turbine
sions from its aircraft. It has tested drop-in sustainable aviation
(E19-H2FC)
(E50-H2GT)
fuel (SAF), mixes of sugarcane and camelina plant-derived fuel
hydrogen electric propulsion
hydrogen or SAF/JetAurbine
and fossil fuel, on its family of E-Jets. The company is targeting to
propulsion
have all Embraer aircraft SAF-compatible by 2030. Last August,
zero CO2 emissions
up to 100 per cent CO2
Embraer flew its Electric Demonstrator, a single-engine EMBemissions reduction
203 Ipanema, 100 per cent powered by electricity. A hydrogen
19 seats
35 to 50 seats
fuel cell demonstrator is planned for 2025 and the company’s
eVTOL (electric Vertical Takeoff & Landing), a fully electric, zerorear-mounted electric engines
rear-mounted engines
emissions vertical takeoff and landing vehicle, is being developed
technology readiness – 2035
technology readiness – 2040
to enter service in 2026. SP

Aircraft Specifications
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LEAP engine has 15 per cent improvement
in fuel consumption and maintains the
same level of dispatch reliability and
life-cycle maintenance costs.

TOP CIVIL AERO ENGINES
IN THE WORLD TODAY
An aircraft engine is a complex machine that is expected to operate at very high altitudes and
at very high speeds; its components have to withstand high rotation speeds and very high or
low temperatures

Photograph: Safran Group

By Air Marshal Anil Chopra (Retd)
The turbofan engine market is dominated by a handful
of mostly Western players. In an increasingly globally-linked
world, aircraft engines are an important component for transport applications, including commercial, military, business
and general aviation. Many companies have large portfolios of
engines for different uses. As per the Annual Strategy Dossier –
2021, the top four global commercial aircraft turbofan engine
manufacturers are Pratt & Whitney, Rolls-Royce, GE Aviation
and Safran. GE and Safran of France have a joint venture called
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CFM International. Pratt & Whitney also have a joint venture,
International Aero Engines with Japanese Aero-engine Corporation and MTU Aero Engines of Germany. Pratt & Whitney and
General Electric have a joint venture, Engine Alliance selling a
range of engines for aircraft such as the Airbus 380.
There are others like Honeywell Aerospace, Russian and Chinese companies into aircraft engine manufacturing. Most engine
manufacturers make engines for both civil and military aircraft.
Business of most companies was badly affected by the COVID-19
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Pandemic. As per the report released by global business data
platform “Statista” in May 2021, CFM International had 39 per
cent market share of the commercial aircraft engines in 2020;
Pratt & Whitney (35 per cent); GE Aviation (14 per cent) and
Rolls-Royce (12 per cent). It is interesting to look at the product
range and size of some of the top engine manufacturers.
PRATT & WHITNEY
Pratt & Whitney that has joint ventures with the leading engine
manufacturers, is a subsidiary of Raytheon Technologies. Its
aircraft engines are widely used on both civil and military
aircraft. Today, it has over 13,000 large commercial engines
installed. The GTF engine with its revolutionary geared fan
technology, powers the Airbus A220 and A320neo family and
Embraer E190-E2. The Mitsubishi Regional Jet (MRJ) and Irkut
MC-21 are currently undergoing flight testing. The GTF engine
also incorporates advances in aerodynamics, lightweight materials and other major technology improvements.
The JT9D has the distinction of being chosen by Boeing to
power the original Boeing 747 “Jumbo jet”. The PW4000 series
is the successor to the JT9D and powers some Airbus A310, Airbus A300, Boeing 747, Boeing 767, Boeing 777, Airbus A330 and
MD-11 aircraft. The PW4000 is certified for 180-minute Extended Twin Operations (ETOPS) when
used in twinjets. PW4000 has three variants
with 94-inch (2.4m) fan diameter, 100-inch
(2.5m) fan engine developed specifically for
the Airbus A330 twinjet and the 112-inch
(2.8m) designed to power the Boeing 777.

Propulsion (LEAP) engine entered service in 2016. It has 15 per
cent improvement in fuel consumption compared to latest CFM56
models and maintains the same level of dispatch reliability and
life-cycle maintenance costs. Over 2,500 LEAP engine variants are
flying on the Airbus A320neo, Boeing 737 MAX and COMAC C919.
CFM RISE Programme
GE Aviation and Safran have launched a bold technology development programme targeting more than 20 per cent lower fuel
consumption and CO2 emissions compared to today’s engines.
CFM’s RISE Revolutionary Innovation for Sustainable Engines
(RISE) programme will demonstrate and mature a range of
new, disruptive technologies for future engines that could enter
service by the mid-2030s. The programme includes open fan
architecture, hybrid electric capability, demonstrator ground
and flight tests around middle of decade. It plans 100 per cent
sustainable aviation fuel and hydrogen capability. The companies also signed an agreement extending the CFM International

Photograph: Pratt & Whitney

GENERAL ELECTRIC (GE) AVIATION
Formed in 1892, today GE’s primary business divisions are Additive, Aviation, Capital, Digital, Healthcare, Power, Renewable
Energy and Global Research. On November
9, 2021, the company announced it would
divide into three public companies focused on
aviation, healthcare, and energy respectively. The GE
engines include the CF6 on the Boeing 767, Boeing 747 and
Airbus A330. The GE90 is only on Boeing 777. The GenX was
developed for the Boeing 747-8 and Boeing 787 Dreamliner and
proposed for the Airbus A350. The GE9X currently holds the title
for the most powerful engine in the world. The engine will feature on the upcoming 777X and has already flown a number of
test flights. The engine is based on the design of the GE90.
ROLLS-ROYCE
Incorporated in February 2011, Rolls-Royce Holdings is a British multinational engineering company, a business established in
1904. Rolls-Royce was the world’s 25th largest defence contractor in 2021 by defence revenues. The company is known for the
RB211 high-bypass turbofans and Trent series, as well as their
joint venture engines for the Airbus A320, McDonnell Douglas
MD-90 family and the Boeing 717 (BR700). Rolls-Royce Trent
970s were the first engines to power the new Airbus A380.
CFM INTERNATIONAL
CFM International is a 50:50 joint venture between GE Aircraft
Engines and SNECMA of France. They have created the very successful CFM56 series, derived from GE’s CF6 and Snecma’s M56.
It powers the Boeing 737, Airbus A340 and Airbus A318 to A321
family of aircraft. Around 30,000 CFM56 engines have been delivered to over 550 operators worldwide. The Leading Edge Aviation
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Pratt & Whitney GTF engine incorporates advances in
aerodynamics, lightweight materials and other major technology
improvements

50/50 partnership to the year 2050, declaring their intent to lead
the way for more sustainable aviation in line with the industry’s
commitment to halve CO2 emissions by 2050. Through the RISE
technology demonstration programme, they plan to reinvent
the future of flight, bringing an advanced suite of revolutionary technologies to market that will take the next generation of
single-aisle aircraft to a new level of fuel efficiency and reduced
emissions. They also embrace the sustainability imperative.
“Deliver for the future” is the mantra. Plan is to accelerate
efforts to reduce impact on the environment. Their LEAP engine
already reduces emissions by 15 per cent compared to previous generation engines. The technologies matured as part of the
RISE programme will serve or the next-generation CFM engine
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Photograph: Rolls-Royce

Rolls Royce Trent 900 engine used to
power the Airbus A380

that could be available by the mid-2030s. They will also ensure
100 per cent compatibility with alternative energy sources such
as Sustainable Aviation Fuels and hydrogen.
Central to the programme is state-of-the-art propulsive efficiency for the engine, including developing an open fan architecture. This is a key enabler to achieving significantly improved
fuel efficiency while delivering the same speed and cabin experience as current single-aisle aircraft. The programme will also
use hybrid electric capability to optimize engine efficiency while
enabling electrification of many aircraft systems. The programme
is being led by a joint GE/Safran engineering team that has laid
out a comprehensive technology roadmap including composite
fan blades, heat resistant metal alloys and ceramic matrix composites (CMCs), hybrid electric capability and additive manufacturing. The RISE programme includes more than 300 separate
component, module and full engine builds. A demonstrator engine
is scheduled to begin testing at GE and Safran facilities around the
middle of this decade and flight test soon thereafter. Today, CFM is
the world’s leading supplier of commercial aircraft engines with
a product line that serves as the industry
benchmark for efficiency, reliability and
low overall cost of ownership. More than
35,000 CFM engines have been delivered
to over 600 operators around the globe,
Many
accumulating over one billion flight hours.
ENGINE ALLIANCE
Engine Alliance is a 50:50 joint venture
between GE and Pratt & Whitney. Their
GP7200 engine was originally intended
to power the later cancelled Boeing
747-500X/-600X. It was later re-opti-
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mised for use on the Airbus A380 superjumbo. In that market, it is competing with the Rolls-Royce Trent 900, the launch
engine for the aircraft. The engine powers an estimated 60 per
cent of Airbus A380. The two variants are the GP7270 and the
GP7277.
INTERNATIONAL AERO ENGINES
International Aero Engines is a joint venture between Pratt &
Whitney, MTU Aero Engines and Japanese Aero Engine Corporation. The collaboration produced the V2500, the second most
successful commercial jet engine in production today and the
third most successful commercial jet engine programme in aviation history. The V2500 is a two-shaft high-bypass turbofan
engine which powers the Airbus A320 family, the McDonnell
Douglas MD-90 and the Embraer KC-390. In July 2021, Pratt
& Whitney announced that that the V2500 engines currently
powering more than 3,000 aircraft with over 200 customers.
HONEYWELL AEROSPACE
Honeywell Aerospace is a major manufacturer of aircraft engines, avionics
and Auxiliary Power Units among other
aviation products. It is a division of the
Honeywell International conglomerate.
The Honeywell HTF7000 series is used
in the Bombardier Challenger 300 and
the Gulfstream G280. The ALF502 and
LF507 turbofans are produced by a partnership between Honeywell and China’s
state-owned Industrial Development Corporation. The partnership is called the
International Turbine Engine Co.

major
manufacturers
have formed joint
ventures to access
both technology
and markets
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The GE9X currently holds the title for
the most powerful engine in the world

WILLIAMS INTERNATIONAL
Williams International is a US-based manufacturer of small
gas turbine engines. They produce jet engines for cruise missiles and small jet-powered aircraft in the range between
1,000 and 3,600 pounds of thrust. The engines are used on
the Cessna Citation Jet CJ1 to CJ4, Cessna Mustang, Beechcraft 400XPR and Premier 1A and there are several development programmes with other manufacturers.

Photograph: GE Aviation

AVIADVIGATEL
Aviadvigatel is a Russian manufacturer of aircraft engines that
succeeded the Soviet Soloviev Design Bureau. The company currently offers several versions of the Aviadvigatel PS-90 engines
that power the Ilyushin Il-96-300/400/400T, Tupolev Tu-214
series and the Ilyushin Il-76-MD-90. The company is also developing the new Aviadvigatel PD-14 engine for the new Russian
MS-21 airliner.
IVCHENKO-PROGRESS
Ivchenko-Progress is the Ukrainian aircraft engine company that
succeeded the Soviet Ivchenko Design Bureau. Some of their
engine models include Progress D-436
fitted on the Antonov An-72/74, Yakovlev
Yak-42, Beriev Be-200, Antonov An-148,
and Tupolev Tu-334. The Progress D-18T
powers two of the world’s largest airplanes, Antonov An-124 and Antonov
An-225.
POWERJET
PowerJet is a 50–50 joint venture
between Snecma (Safran) and NPO Sat-
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urn created in July 2004. The company manufactures SaM146,
the sole power-plant for the Sukhoi Superjet-100.
CHINESE TURBOFANS
Three Chinese corporations build turbofan engines. Some of
these are licensed or reverse engineered versions of European
and Russian turbofans and the others are indigenous models.
Shenyang Aircraft Corporation manufactures WS-10, Xi’an AeroEngine Corporation manufactures WS-15 and Guizhou Aircraft
Industry Corporation manufactures WS-13 turbofan.
TO SUMMARISE
There are very few major aircraft engine manufacturers who
dominate the industry. An aircraft engine is a complex machine
that is expected to operate at very high altitudes and at very high
speeds; its components have to withstand high rotation speeds
and very high or low temperatures. With many single and twinengine aircraft flying, the engine reliability have to be very
high and have to be fuel efficient for better range and endurance to give greater distance per passenger for fuel expended.
High thrust-by-engine weight is a very important engine criterion. Despite years of investment in R&D,
China continues to struggle in its engine
development. Several major manufacturers have formed joint ventures to access
both technology and markets. That perhaps is the best route to follow for India
too. In the meantime it would be a good
idea to get into the MRO market by setting up maintenance, repair and overhaul facilities for existing major engine
manufacturers. SP

The turbofan
engine market is
dominated by a
handful of, mostly
Western, players
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Photograph: Gulfstream

Mark Burns, President, Gulfstream,
on their growing family of
technologically advanced and
innovatively designed aircraft.
Gulfstream has recently introduced
the G800 and the G400 aircraft as the
future of business aviation.
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Gulfstream –
Setting New Standards
Mark Burns, President, Gulfstream spoke exclusively to Jayant Baranwal, Editor-in-Chief,
SP’s Aviation sharing his insights on the newly launched G400 and G800 as well as the
company’s focus on Sustainability
Jayant Baranwal (Baranwal): Gulfstream is renowned for relentlessly setting new standards for safety, performance and innovations. What all has been done with these two new jets in terms
of safety, performance and the innovations?
Mark Burns (Burns): The G400 and G800 further expand the
vision of Gulfstream’s reimagined, high-technology product line
featuring the Gulfstream Symmetry Flight Deck, boasting the
industry’s first electronically linked active control sidesticks and
most extensive use of touchscreen technology. They also include
the company’s award-winning Predictive Landing Performance
System (PLPS), providing pilots advanced warning of potential
runway excursions so they can adjust approaches or go around.
The combination of the Symmetry Flight Deck and PLPS is a
great safety differentiator and sets Gulfstream’s next-generation fleet, including the G500, G600 and G700, in addition to the
G400 and G800, apart in the industry.
Dual head-up displays in the G800 feature Gulfstream’s new
Combined Vision System (CVS) that unites the Enhanced Flight
Vision System (EFVS) and Synthetic Vision System (SVS) into a
single image, increasing pilot situational awareness and access
to more airports worldwide.
Baranwal: G800 is the fastest, longest-range business jet, yet.
What edge will it have, for the potential buyers, versus the
competition(s) in your view?
Burns: We designed the ultralong-range G800 to extend our
customers’ reach to more people and places around the world.
The G800 offers customers the world’s longest range business
jet with its 8,000-nautical-mile/14,816-kilometer range at Mach
0.85 and 7,000 nm/12,964 km range at Mach 0.90.
Baranwal: What exactly the large-cabin jet G400 has to offer to
the market? What’s so unique about this jet?
Burns: In addition to being the first new large-cabin product
to enter the business aviation market in more than a decade,
the G400 offers an unprecedented combination of long-range,
high-speed performance. It also features a flexible cabin that

“We designed the ultralong-range G800
to extend our customers’ reach to more
people and places around the world”
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“In addition to being the first new largecabin product to enter the business
aviation market in more than a decade,
the G400 offers an unprecedented
combination of long-range, high-speed
performance”
can seat up to 12 passengers, 10 panoramic oval windows and
the Gulfstream Cabin Environment standard on all Gulfstream
aircraft: 100 per cent fresh, never recirculated air; industryleading low cabin altitudes; whisper-quiet noise levels; and a
plasma-ionising clean air system.
Baranwal: Do these two jets have any additional features to
comfort its passengers particularly in view of Covid-19 the
world has been through and is yet to be over, completely? A bit
of elaboration?
Burns: The new products will come equipped with Gulfstream’s plasma-ionising clean air system which neutralises
99.9 per cent of airborne bacteria, spores and odors. Along
with Gulfstream’s 100 per cent fresh air system and the industry’s lowest cabin altitudes, passengers also benefit from less
stress and reduced fatigue while traveling over long flights.
Baranwal: Can you tell us about Gulfstream’s aerodynamic cleanwing design incorporated on these jets and how it helps cut fuel
consumption and emissions?
Burns: The Gulfstream-designed wings and winglets on Gulfstream’s next-generation fleet, including the G800 and G400,
feature advanced aerodynamics that reduce drag and therefore enhance fuel efficiency, especially when combined with the
highly efficient engines on each aircraft.
Baranwal: Gulfstream is the industry leader in the use of Sustainable Aviation Fuel. Do these jets happen to be compatible
with SAF?
Burns: Yes, the G400 and G800 will be able to fly using SAF.
Gulfstream plans to use SAF throughout the flight-test programme just as we did with the G500 and G600 and are doing
now with the G700. SP
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Financing

Most buyers of business aircraft are now having to utilise cash for their acquisition as sellers are not accepting offers that require
them to wait for a financing solution to be completed

What’s New in
Business Aircraft
Financing
Photographs: Textron Aviation

In the current market, sellers are not accepting offers that require
them to wait for a financing solution to be completed when there is a
competing cash buyer who can close almost immediately
By Simon Davies,
Vice President Sales, UK, Middle-East, and India of Global Jet Capital
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Financing

Can you still finance the purchase of a pre-owned
private aircraft in these times? Certainly, but the COVID-19 pandemic significantly alters the way that most people must acquire
an aircraft. As a result of current market conditions for buying a
pre-owned aircraft, most sellers are not inclined to wait for the
time needed for the financing process to be completed. This means
buyers require sufficient available cash resources in the short term
to purchase the aircraft outright without financing. Once the transaction closes and the purchase completed, the owners may then
look to subsequently finance the asset to free up capital.
BUSINESS AIRCRAFT FINANCING IN INDIA
Financing an aircraft in India has not seen any major impact
from new financing products or any notable regulatory changes
from the Indian government. The pre-owned aircraft market has driven the most meaningful impact on financing. The
demand for an aircraft, as a result of the pandemic, resulted
in the number of available aircraft shrinking dramatically. As
a result, aircraft sellers are now receiving multiple bids for
their aircraft. This bidding war means that sellers will accept
fewer conditions to complete a sale. Traditionally, buyers would
identify an aircraft, negotiate the price, and then look to secure
financing prior to closing. This luxury of time has evaporated,
and most buyers are now having to utilise cash for their acquisition or face losing a deal to another buyer. In the current
market, sellers are not accepting offers that require them to
wait for a financing solution to be completed when there is a
competing cash buyer who can close almost immediately. We
see sellers expecting to conclude a sale within a week or two
at most whereas financings timelines are generally longer. This
mismatched timing creates the funding disconnect.
So, what has this meant for potential aircraft buyers and
their financiers? Many potential buyers are now talking to
financiers, seeking an evaluation of what level of financing
the buyer may obtain for a particular model of aircraft before
engaging with a seller. The buyer still purchases the aircraft
with cash but now has a relatively good expectation of what
level of refinancing they may obtain post-closing to recover the
invested funds.
India has always been a challenging market in which to
obtain financing. The DGCA regulatory requirements impacting
aircraft registration and operational processes have not altered
significantly. Importing the aircraft remains a highly complex
and time-consuming procedure, with additional expenditures
over and above the base aircraft acquisition cost due to taxes
and import duties. Domestic Indian lenders will consider simple Rupee-denominated debt structures with very high interest rates but will shy away from Operating Lease structures.
Many overseas lenders do not like to finance an Indian registered aircraft further reducing the alternatives. Furthermore,
offshore financing structures introduce
the complexity of Indian with holding
tax obligations on payments. This latter issue has become more challenging
in recent years. The Indian tax authorities are stricter in their interpretation as
to what qualifies as a structure eligible
for double-taxation treaty relief, and the
previously common route of using an
Irish lessor has fallen away due to a lack
of qualifying lessors in Ireland.
The recently approved GIFT City
structure aims to incentivise foreign les-

sors to enter the Indian market, but this structure is aimed primarily at the commercial aviation market and few business aircraft lessors have been enticed into using the structure.
One recent trend has seen aircraft based outside of India
on foreign registrations fly into India to pick up clients before
flying them off to an international destination. The obvious
downfall to this structure is the inability to fly Indian-based
clients between two domestic Indian airports due to cabotage
regulations impacting operations of foreign registered aircraft
in India. Employing this approach is not ideal because it limits

India has always been a challenging market in which to obtain
financing for business aircraft

the use of the asset, which is why it may be helpful to engage
the help of a financing partner with specific expertise within
the Indian tax structure.
EXPERTISE IN BUSINESS AIRCRAFT FINANCING
Global Jet Capital is an American-based lender with experience
in financing Indian clients. One of our strengths is a focus in
providing tax-efficient structures to acquire aircraft which will
be used and registered in India. With over $2.6 billion in assets
under management, Global Jet Capital specializes in financial
solutions for the business aircraft market. The company is
capitalized by world-class private investors with expertise in
the global aviation industry: The Carlyle Group, AE Industrial Partners, and
FS / KKR Advisor, LLC, a partnership
between FS Investments and KKR Credit.
The Global Jet Capital management team
has served the business aircraft industry
for a combined 250-plus years and has
completed over 3,500 aircraft transactions. The Company has the expertise,
financial strength, industry relationships
and infrastructure necessary to offer a
variety of flexible financing solutions at
the speed the market requires. SP

The pre-owned
business aircraft
market has
driven the most
meaningful impact
on financing
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Launched in 2018, Parker Solar Probe will provide new data on solar activity and make critical contributions to our ability to forecast
major space-weather events that impact life on Earth

Inching Closer to Our
Solar System’s Source
Photograph: parkersolarprobe.jhuapl.edu

In a first and historic feat, a spacecraft has reached the Sun
By Ayushee Chaudhary
Space exploration is expanding the envelope like never
before as humanity continues to reach farther and farther into
the space. This time the destination being the centre of our solar
system, the Sun. The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)’s Parker Solar Probe managed to fly through
the Sun’s upper atmosphere – the corona. NASA’s Parker Solar
Probe was launched to space in August 2018. Three years
after launch and decades after first conception, Parker finally
reached. It has become the closest-ever spacecraft to the Sun.
Loaded with scientific instruments to measure the environment
around the spacecraft, Parker Solar Probe has completed three
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of 24 planned passes through never-before-explored parts of
the Sun’s atmosphere, the corona. Parker Solar Probe is part of
NASA’s Living with a Star programme to explore aspects of the
Sun-Earth system that directly affect life and society.
The findings shared by Parker will aid scientists in coming
closer to answering fundamental questions about the physics
of our star. They also reveal new information about the behavior of the material and particles that speed away from the Sun.
In the quest to protect astronauts and technology in space, the
information Parker has uncovered about how the Sun constantly ejects material and energy will help scientists re-write
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Photograph: NASA/Johns Hopkins APL/Nate Rudolph

the models used to understand and predict the
space weather around our planet and understand the process by which stars are created
and evolve, NASA stated. Parker’s discoveries
also include those from within the solar wind –
the flow of particles from the Sun that can influence us at Earth.
Just like landing on the Moon allowed scientists to understand how it was formed, touching
the very stuff the Sun is made of will help scientists
unveil critical information about our closest star
and its influence on the solar system.
Thomas Zurbuchen, the associate administrator for the Science Mission Directorate at NASA
Headquarters in Washington said, “Not only does
this milestone provide us with deeper insights
into our Sun’s evolution and its impacts on our
solar system, but everything we learn about our
own star also teaches us more about stars in the
rest of the universe.”

Stereo-A

Earth

Venus
Mercury

Parker Solar Probe

Sun

Closer Than Ever Before
Unlike our Earth, there is no solid surface of the
Sun. However, the sun does have a superheated
atmosphere that comprises of solar material
Solar Orbiter
bound to it by gravity and magnetic forces. As
BepiColombo
rising heat and pressure push that material
away from the Sun, it reaches a point where
gravity and magnetic fields are too weak to contain it. That point, known as the Alfvén critical
surface, is where the solar atmosphere ends and
the solar wind begins. Solar material with the
energy to make it across that boundary becomes
some 40 observatories around the globe and several spacecraft made
the solar wind, which drags the magnetic field
simultaneous observations of activity stretching from the Sun to Earth
of the Sun with it as it races across the solar
system, to Earth and beyond.
During the flyby, Parker Solar Probe passed into and out vided scientists the first complete look at Venus’ orbital dust
of the corona several times. This is proved what some had ring, a collection of microscopic dust particles that circulates
predicted – that the Alfvén critical surface isn’t shaped like a around the Sun along Venus’ orbit. In 2019, Parker had discovsmooth ball. Rather, it has spikes and valleys that wrinkle the ered that magnetic zig-zag structures in the solar wind, called
surface. Discovering where these protrusions line up with solar switchbacks, are plentiful close to the Sun. However, the origin
activity coming from the surface can help scientists learn how of these structures remained a mystery.
events on the Sun affect the atmosphere and solar wind.
The first passage through the corona, which lasted only a Origins of Switchbacks
few hours, is one of many planned for the mission. Parker will When NASA’s Parker Solar Probe sent back the first observations
continue to spiral closer to the Sun, eventually reaching as close from its journey to the Sun, scientists found signs of a wild ocean
as 8.86 solar radii (3.83 million miles) from the surface. Upcom- of currents and waves that were unlike those near-Earth space.
ing flybys, the next of which is happening in January 2022, will This ocean was spiked with what became known as switchbacks:
likely bring Parker Solar Probe through the corona again.
rapid flips in the Sun’s magnetic field that reversed direction like
The size of the corona is also driven by solar activity. As the a zig-zagging mountain road. Scientists think piecing together
Sun’s 11-year activity cycle – the solar cycle – ramps up, the the story of switchbacks is an important part of understanding
outer edge of the corona will expand, giving Parker Solar Probe the solar wind. The solar wind races through the solar system,
a greater chance of being inside the corona for longer periods shaping a vast space weather system, which we regularly study
of time.
from various vantage points around the solar system.
Parker’s first passage through the corona – and the promise
Now, Parker Solar Probe has passed close enough to that
of more flybys to come – will continue to provide data on phe- origin: the solar surface. On recent solar encounters, the Probe
nomena that are impossible to study from afar. It is noteworthy collected data pinpointing the origin of switchbacks, showing
that even though Parker has reached the Sun recently, it has one spot that switchbacks originate is at the visible surface of
been sharing important information during its journey.
the Sun – the photosphere.
Earlier this year, during a brief swing by Venus, NASA’s
By the time it reaches Earth, 93 million miles away,
Parker Solar Probe allowed scientists the first direct measure- the solar wind is an unrelenting headwind of particles and
ment of the Venusian atmosphere in nearly 30 years — and magnetic fields. But as it escapes the Sun, the solar wind is
it looked quite different from Venus’ past. The Probe also pro- structured and patchy, revealed NASA. In the mid-1990s, the
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NASA-European Space Agency (ESA)
Magnetic
Flare
mission Ulysses flew over the Sun’s
field lines
poles and discovered a handful of
bizarre S-shaped kinks in the solar
wind’s magnetic field lines, which
detoured charged particles on a zigCoronal
zag path as they escaped the Sun.
mass
For decades, scientists thought these
Ejection
occasional switchbacks were oddities
confined to the Sun’s Polar Regions.
However, in 2019, at 34 solar radii
from the Sun, Parker discovered that
Energetic
switchbacks were not rare, but comProtons
mon in the solar wind. As Parker
and Ions
orbited closer to the Sun on its sixth
flyby, less than 25 solar radii out,
data showed switchbacks occur in
patches and have a higher percentage of helium – known to come from
the photosphere – than other elements. The switchbacks’ origins were
further narrowed when the scienParker solar
probe
tists found the patches aligned with
magnetic funnels that emerge from
the photosphere between convection
The top panel shows a schematic of a Coronal Mass Ejection (CME), during which a burst
cell structures called super granules.
of material with as much mass as Lake Michigan is ejected from the Sun
In addition to being the birthplace of
switchbacks, the scientists think the
magnetic funnels might be where one component of the solar almost every timescale, from tiny changes that happen over milwind originates.
liseconds, to solar eruptions that last hours or days, to its 27-day
Understanding where and how the components of the fast rotation. The solar magnetic field cycles through a complete
solar wind emerge is likely to help scientists answer a long- change in direction and back about every 22 years, which in
standing solar mystery: how the corona is heated to millions of turn gives rise to the roughly 11-year cycle in solar activity. As
degrees, far hotter than the solar surface below. Parker’s closer magnetic field becomes more complex, it releases energy near
passes may reveal even more clues about switchbacks and the solar surface. These solar explosions can take the form of
other solar phenomena as well as allow scientists a glimpse into solar flares, coronal mass ejections, or releases of incredibly fast
a region that’s critical for superheating the corona and pushing charged particles that race out from the sun at nearly the speed
the solar wind to supersonic speeds. Such measurements from of light.
the corona will be critical for understanding and forecasting
NASA states that it studies the sun:
extreme space weather events that can disrupt telecommunica- • Sun is the only star we can study up close. Studying our sun
tions and damage satellites around Earth.
allows us to be informed and research about other stars
throughout the universe.
• To have a better understanding about how sun’s everWhy Study The Sun?
changing conditions can influence Earth, other worlds, and
There are two ways in which the sun releases energy. One is
even space itself.
the usual flow of light that illuminates the Earth and makes life
possible but there are also more violent and dramatic ways in • To understand its influence on the habitability of Earth as
that is incredibly complex. The radiation that we receive
which sun gives off bursts of light, particles, and magnetic fields
from the sun, depending on the amount, can be either a
that can have ripple effects all the way out to the solar system’s
boon or hazard to the development of life.
magnetic edge.
The primary science goals for the mission, charted out by • This radiation, and the accompanying energy and magnetic
fields that the sun sends out is intense and dynamic, with the
NASA, are to trace how energy and heat move through the
ability to create changes in the space weather around us.
solar corona and to explore what accelerates the solar wind
as well as solar energetic particles. “Scientists have sought • Space weather can change the orbits of satellites, shorten their
lifetimes, or interfere with onboard electhese answers for more than 60 years,
tronics. The more we learn about what
but the investigation requires sending a
causes space weather – and how to predict
probe right through the 2,500 degrees
it – the more we can protect the satellites
Fahrenheit heat of the corona. Parker
NASA’s Parker
we depend on. The radiations even hold
Solar Probe carries four instrument
the possibility to interfere with our space
suites designed to study magnetic fields,
Solar Probe was
technology and communications systems.
plasma and energetic particles, and
launched to space
image the solar wind,” stated NASA.
in August 2018
The international agency informs that
Parker Solar Probe Instruments
the sun’s activity and conditions vary on
Parker Solar Probe is performing under
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ture of the corona and solar wind
before the spacecraft flies through
it. About the size of a shoebox,
WISPR takes images from afar of
structures like coronal mass ejections, or CMEs, jets and other
ejecta from the Sun. To image the
solar atmosphere, WISPR uses the
heat shield to block most of the
Sun’s light, which would otherwise
obscure the much fainter corona.
WISPR uses two cameras with radiation-hardened Active Pixel Sensor CMOS detectors. These detectors are used in place of traditional
CCDs because they are lighter and
use less power. They are also less
susceptible to effects of radiation
damage from cosmic rays and other
high-energy particles, which are a
big concern close to the Sun.
SWEAP
The Solar Wind Electrons Alphas
and Protons investigation, or SWEAP,
At closest approach, Parker Solar Probe will be hurtling around the sun at
gathers observations using two comapproximately 430,000 miles per hour! Closest approach will be 3.83 million miles.
plementary instruments: the Solar
Probe Cup, or SPC, and the Solar
extreme conditions while gathering data in the Sun’s corona, Probe Analyzers, or SPAN. The instruments count the most
grazing closer to our star than any spacecraft before. Its four abundant particles in the solar wind — electrons, protons and
instrument suites characterise the dynamic region close to the helium ions — and measure such properties as velocity, denSun by measuring particles and electric and magnetic fields, sity, and temperature to improve our understanding of the solar
and each was specially designed to withstand the harsh radia- wind and coronal plasma.
tion and temperatures they will encounter.
ISoIS
FIELDS
The Integrated Science Investigation of the Sun (ISOIS) is proThe FIELDS instrument suite captures the scale and shape of nounced “ee-sis”and includes the symbol for the Sun in its acroelectric and magnetic fields in the Sun’s atmosphere. FIELDS nym. It uses two complementary instruments in one combined
measures waves and turbulence in the inner heliosphere scientific investigation to measure particles across a wide range
with high time resolution to understand the fields associated of energies. By measuring electrons, protons and ions, ISOIS
with waves, shocks and magnetic reconnection, a process by will understand the particles’ lifecycles — where they came
which magnetic field lines explosively realign. FIELDS mea- from, how they became accelerated and how they move out
sures the electric field around the spacecraft with five anten- from the Sun through interplanetary space. The two energetic
particle instruments on ISOIS are called
nas, four of which stick out beyond the
EPI-Lo and EPI-Hi (EPI stands for Enerspacecraft’s heat shield and into the
getic Particle Instrument).
sunlight, where they experience temWhile Parker continues on its jourperatures of 2,500 F. The 2-meter-long
ney of exploring the Sun, India’s space
antennas are made of a niobium alloy,
agency, Indian Space Research Organwhich can withstand extreme temperaisation (ISRO) is also gearing up for its
tures. Operating in two modes, the four
own mission to the sun called, Aditya-1.
sunlit antennas measure the properties
Expected to launch next year, Aditya-1
of the fast and slow solar wind. The fifth
was earlier meant to observe only the
antenna, which sticks out perpendicusolar corona. The outer layers of the
lar to the others in the shade of the heat
Sun, extending to thousands of km
shield, helps make a three-dimensional
above the disc (photosphere) is termed
picture of the electric field at higher freas the corona. However, with additional
quencies.
experiments the spacecraft can now
provide observations of Sun’s Corona
WISPR
(soft and hard X-ray, Emission lines
The Wide-Field Imager for Parker
in the visible and NIR), Chromosphere
Solar Probe (WISPR) is the only imag(UV) and photosphere (broadband filing instrument aboard the spacecraft.
ters), ISRO had put out. SP
WISPR looks at the large-scale struc-

Studying our
sun allows us
to be informed
and research
about other stars
throughout the
universe; about life
and habitability on
Earth, about space
weather in the solar
system and more
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Arianespace’s Ariane 5 rocket launches with NASA’s James Webb Space Telescope onboard on December 25, 2021, from the ELA-3 Launch Zone
of Europe’s Spaceport at the Guiana Space Centre in Kourou, French Guiana

The Next Chapter in
Spaced-based Telescope
Astronomy Launched
NASA has launched its James Webb Telescope to explore previously hidden regions of the
universe: early galaxies, forming planets, brown dwarfs, and much more
By Ayushee Chaudhary
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The Christmas of 2021 came in bearing an exclusive gift
for the space industry; to peep into the far away universe with
the launch of the largest telescope ever. However, the journey
to receive the first image is still six months away. After a long
process of putting this complex structure together and many
delays, NASA (National Aeronautics and Space Administration)
launched its much awaited James Webb Space Telescope (JWST)
on an Ariane 5 rocket from Europe’s Spaceport in French Guiana, South America on December 24, 2021.
A joint effort with ESA (European Space Agency) and the
Canadian Space Agency, the Webb observatory is NASA’s revolutionary flagship mission to seek the light from the first galaxies in the early universe and to explore our solar system as well
as exoplanets (planets orbiting other stars).
The observatory was released at an altitude of approximately 870 miles (1,400 kilometers). Approximately 30 minutes
after launch, Webb unfolded its solar array, and mission managers confirmed that the solar array was providing power to the
observatory.
Established as the world’s largest and most complex space
science observatory till now, the Webb Telescope has taken over
half a decade to reach the launch date from the inception of its
idea. Following the launch, it has started six months of commissioning in space. At the end of commissioning, Webb will deliver
its first images. Webb carries four state-of-the-art science instruments with highly sensitive infrared detectors. Webb will study
infrared light from celestial objects with much greater clarity
than ever before.
“The launch of the Webb Space Telescope is a pivotal moment
– this is just the beginning for the Webb mission. Once commissioning is complete, we will see awe-inspiring images that will
capture our imagination,” informed Gregory L. Robinson, Webb’s
programme director at NASA Headquarters.
After observing the telescope in space for about a week, the
Webb mission operations team began the first steps in the process of tensioning the first layer of Webb’s sunshield. It will take
the team two to three days to tension the five-layer sunshield.
The tennis-court-sized sunshield helps keep the telescope cold
enough to detect the infrared light it was built to observe. The

Quick Facts
Primary Mirror Size

21.3 feet (6.5 meters) across

Mirror Shape

The mirror is comprised of 18 gold-plated
hexagonal deployable segments

Sunshield

Webb’s five-layer deployable sunshield is
the size of a tennis court

Instruments

Webb has four science instruments: NearInfrared Camera (NIRCam), Near-Infrared
Spectrograph (NIRSpec), Mid-Infrared
Instrument (MIRI), and Near-Infrared
Imager and Slitless Spectrograph (NIRISS)
with the Fine Guidance Sensor (FGS)

Wavelengths

Visible, Near Infrared, Mid Infrared (0.628.5 micrometers)

Travel Distance

1 million miles (1.5 million kilometers) from
Earth

Location in Space

Orbiting the Sun around the second
Lagrange point (L2)
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first layer is the largest and the one closest to the Sun hence
its tensioning was a critical step in the observatory’s complex
sequence of deployments. By the fourth of January, the Webb
team had completed tensioning for all the five layers of the observatory’s kite-shaped sunshield. The 47 feet across and 70 feet
long sunshieldwill protect the telescope from the Sun’s radiation.
It will reach a maximum of approximately 383K, approximately
230 degrees F, while keeping the instruments cold at a minimum
of approximately 36K or around -394 degrees F.
Webb’s Creative Design & Engineering
JWST’s innovative design has been put together to tackle two
main challenges for an infrared telescope:
• it has to have a large mirror to best capture enough light;
• and it has to be kept cold to keep unwanted sources of infrared from interfering with the light being observed.
Webb’s sunshields protect it from stray heat and light from
the Sun, while its large segmented mirror—18 segments covering 6.5 meters (21.3 feet) at its widest point—enables it to
effectively capture infrared light.
Launching such a large mirror into space was another huge
challenge, for which the team designed an origami-inspired
folding telescope. The sunshield as well as the mirrors were
designed to unfold after the telescope separates from its launch
vehicle and would unfold and deploy during the commissioning. Webb teams also successfully deployed the observatory’s
secondary mirror support structure on January 5, 2021. When
light from the distant universe hits Webb’s iconic 18 gold primary mirrors, it will reflect off and hit the smaller, 2.4-foot
(.74-meter) secondary mirror, which will direct the light into its
instruments. The secondary mirror is supported by three lightweight deployable struts that are each almost 25 feet long and
are designed to withstand the space environment.
There are four instruments performing actual scientific
observations, each specially designed to study different aspects
of infrared light: the Near-Infrared Camera (NIRCam); NearInfrared Spectrograph (NIRSpec); a Mid-Infrared Instrument
(MIRI) with camera and spectrograph; and the Near-Infrared
Image and Slitless Spectrograph (NIRISS).
Officials associated with the observatory state that these
instruments include new technologies, like the microshutter
array, that were developed for Webb to increase the telescope’s
scientific capability and efficient operations throughout its
mission. Both aspects are essential to Webb’s usefulness—efficiency allows more astronomers to make use of Webb while it
is operational, and the best possible science capacity will help
those astronomers investigate some of our most fundamental
questions: How did we get here? How does the universe work?
What is Webb seeking to study?
From within our solar system to the most distant observable
galaxies in the early universe, to everything in between, the
telescope’s “revolutionary technology” aims to explore every
phase of cosmic history. Webb will reveal new and unexpected
discoveries and help humanity understand the origins of the
universe and our place in it.
• The telescope will study every phase of cosmic history and
explore wide range of science questions to help us understand the origins of the universe and our place in it.
• Webb will directly observe a part of space and time never seen
before, gazing into the epoch when the very first stars and galaxies formed, over 13.5 billion years ago.
• Webb is also a powerful tool for studying the nearby universe.
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Scientists will use Webb to study planets and other bodies in
our solar system to determine their origin and evolution and
compare them with exoplanets.
Webb will also observe exoplanets located in their stars’
habitable zones, the regions where a planet could harbor
liquid water on its surface, and can determine if and where
signatures of habitability may be present.
Using a technique called transmission spectroscopy, the observatory will even examine starlight filtered through planetary
atmospheres to learn about their chemical compositions.
Webb will be looking back in time. Because of the time
it takes light to travel, the farther away an object is, the
farther back in time we are looking.

JWST vs Hubble
The premier mission of JWST is the scientific successor to
NASA’s iconic Hubble and Spitzer space telescopes, built to
complement and further the scientific discoveries of these and
other missions. What is important to note here is that JWST is
not a replacement of Hubble, rather a successor that builds on
what Hubble and Spitzer have already provided. The Hubble
Telescope has been one of the most applauded structures that
has provided us some of the best and most intriguing images of
star nebulae. The JWST is way larger in diameter than hubble
and hence has the capacity of capturing way fainter emissions
hence allow us to sneak peek into farther galaxies.
NASA further specifies that Webb will primarily look at the
Universe in the infrared, while Hubble studies it primarily at
optical and ultraviolet wavelengths (though it has some infrared
capability). Webb also has a much bigger mirror than Hubble.
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An Artist conception
of the James Webb
Space Telescope
with A Breakdown
Of Observatory
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This larger light collecting area means that Webb can peer farther back into time than Hubble is capable of doing. Hubble is
in a very close orbit around the earth, while Webb will be 1.5
million kilometers (km) away at the second Lagrange (L2) point.
Why is it important to study infrared light?
Infrared light is noted to be important to astronomy in three
major ways:
• Some bodies of matter that are cool and do not emit much
energy or visible brightness, like people or a young planet,
still radiate in the infrared. Hence, some objects are just better observed in infrared wavelengths.
• Visible light’s short, tight wavelengths are prone to bouncing
off dust particles, making it hard for visible light to escape
from a dense nebula or protoplanetary cloud of gas and dust.
The longer wavelengths of infrared light slip past dust more
easily, and therefore instruments that detect infrared light—
like those on Webb—are able to see the objects that emitted
that light inside a dusty cloud. Low-energy brown dwarfs
and young protostars forming in the midst of a nebula are
among the difficult-to-observe cosmic objects that Webb can
study. In this way, Webb will reveal a “hidden” universe of
star and planet formation that is literally not visible.
• Infrared light holds clues to many mysteries from the beginning of everything, the first stars and galaxies in the early
universe, after the big bang. Observation of these early days
in the universe’s history will shed light on perplexing questions of dark matter and energy, black holes, galaxy evolution over time, what the first stars were like, and how we
arrived at the universe we experience today. SP
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AROUND THE WORLD
IN THE RUTAN VOYAGER
The physical and mental stress the two pilots endured during the nineday flight, is unimaginable as they faced mechanical problems, severe
weather as well as extremely cramped quarters

In 1986, the Rutan Model 76 Voyager became the first
aircraft to fly successfully around the world non-stop and without refuelling. It was flown by Dick Rutan, a former fighter pilot
and test pilot of the United States Air Force and Jeana Yeager,
a record-setting pilot in her own right. The flight was approved
by the Fédération Aéronautique Internationale (FAI). It took off
from Edwards Air Force Base in the Mojave Desert and ended
at the same place nine days, three minutes and 44 seconds
later. In the process, it set eight world-class records, including
a new flight endurance record. The unique aircraft which was
built almost entirely of light weight graphite-honeycomb composite materials, flew Westerly 42,432 km at an average altitude of 3,350m. The FAI accredited distance was 40,212 km.
It all began as a sketch on the back of a napkin as Dick,
his younger brother Burt, a famous aircraft designer and
Jeana sat at lunch. The remarkable aircraft had to be light
enough for maximum efficiency, yet strong enough to sustain
extremely long-distance flight. It would also require a huge
amount of fuel to fly around the globe without refuelling.
Construction of the Voyager began in the summer of 1982,
mainly by 99 enthusiastic volunteers working with the Rutan Aircraft Factory and Voyager Aircraft. Burt selected a twin-engine,
both Continental piston engines – one pusher and one tractor,
canard-configured design. The pusher engine would run continuously, the tractor only for takeoff and initial climb to altitude. The
first flight happened on June 22, 1984. The airframe weighed
only 425 kg and was constructed without any metal. The long,
thin wing was so flexible that its tip deflected upward 0.9 to
1.5m in flight. With the engines included, the un-laden weight of
the plane was 1,020 kg. However, when fully loaded for flight, it
weighed 4,397.4 kg due to the copious amount of fuel. The structural weight/gross weight fraction was just nine per cent – significantly lower than any existing human-rated airplane. It was
constructed virtually as a flying fuel tank and included 17 small
tanks. It was equipped with Hartzell constant-speed, variablepitch aluminium propellers that proved to be a critical factor in
stretching the aircraft’s range to the extreme required.
The pair of Dick Rutan and Jeana Yeager began their historic flight at 8:01 am local time on December 14, 1986, with
3,500 of the world’s press in attendance. However, their problems began during the takeoff itself. As the Voyager gained
speed, the tips of the wings that were heavily loaded with fuel,
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unexpectedly flexed, scraped the runway and sustained damage. The plane accelerated agonisingly slowly and traversed
approximately 4,300m of the 4,600m runway to gain enough
speed for lift-off. Following an aerial inspection, Burt Rutan
decided that the damaged aircraft was still within its performance specifications and permitted the flight to continue. The
two broken winglets were later dislodged by manoeuvring.
The pilots then followed a route determined by weather,
wind and geography, and it included two passes over the
Equator. The ideal altitude for fuel economy was 2,400m but
they had to fly as high as 6,250m over Africa to avoid thunderstorms. Over the Pacific, they were guided by meteorologists
through the edges of Typhoon Marge to obtain a “slingshot
effect” from tailwinds. They encountered another violent storm
over the Atlantic at night. Each time they had to fly around a
storm or climb above one, they burned more fuel. Since the
Voyager had started with a very tight fuel allotment, they grew
increasingly worried that that they might not have enough fuel
to complete their journey. Just hours from their destination,
they faced a final emergency when the rear engine stopped
due to fuel starvation. They managed to restart the engine
losing 1,500m of altitude in the process and levelling off at
just 1,067m. The plane returned safely to its starting point
on December 23, 1986, in front of 55,000 cheering spectators
and a large press contingent. Only 48 kg of fuel remained in
the tanks, about 1.5 per cent of the amount at takeoff.
The physical and mental stress the two pilots endured
during the nine-day flight, is unimaginable as they faced
mechanical problems, severe weather as well as extremely
cramped quarters. While one pilot flew the plane, navigated,
maintained ground communication and transferred fuel to
balance the airplane, the other rested, managed the logistics
support tasks and provided navigation and flight-monitoring
assistance. Although they became very fatigued, both were in
remarkably good shape at the end of the flight.
For this epic achievement, the Rutan brothers, Jeana Yeager and crew chief Bruce Evans received the 1986 Collier Trophy. A similar feat has since been accomplished only once, in
March 2006, by Steve Fossett flying the Virgin Atlantic Global
Flyer, also designed by Burt Rutan. SP
— Joseph Noronha
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Asia-Pacific
Defence Minister Rajnath Singh hands
over DRDO developed products to Armed
Forces

AAI

Airport Authority of India (AAI) has taken up development of
new airports and expansion/ upgradation of existing airports
at estimated cost of around `25,000 crores in next 4-5
years. In addition, three Public Private Partnership airports
at Delhi, Hyderabad and Bengaluru have undertaken major
expansion plan to the tune of `30,000 crores by 2025. These
projects are at various stages of planning/development.

DRDO & Indian Air Force successfully
flight-test indigenous Stand-Off AntiTank Missile

BAE Systems

BAE Systems has been selected by the Department of
Defense (DoD) to qualify a new generation of integrated
circuit technology for use in the harsh environment of space.
The new 12 nanometer technology uses a smaller feature
size that provides a dramatic leap forward in space-based
computing compared to current 45 nanometer technology.
Ricardo Gonzalez, Director of Space Systems at BAE Systems
clarified that , “moving from a 45 nanometer design to a 12
nanometer design enables more transistors to fit on each
chip at reduced power consumption per operation.”

Boeing

Boeing & 777 Partners announced on December 07, 2021
that the Miami-based investment firm will nearly double its
737 MAX order book with the purchase of 30 additional jets.
The new order expands 777 Partners’ commercial aircraft
portfolio to a total of 68 737 MAXs, in its fourth order this
year for the fuel-efficient, single-aisle jets. Valued at $3.7
billion at list prices.
Boeing and Taikoo (Shandong) Aircraft Engineering Co.
Ltd. (STAECO) announced on December 7, 2021, its plans to
create additional capacity for the market-leading 737-800
Boeing Converted Freighter (BCF) to help meet continued
strong market demand. Boeing forecasts 1,720 freighter
conversions will be needed over the next 20 years. Of those,
1,200 will be standard body conversions with Asia carriers
accounting for 40 per cent of that demand.

DRDO

Vertical Launch Short Range Surface to Air Missile was successfully flight tested on December 07, 2021 by DRDO from
Integrated Test Range, Chandipur. The launch was conducted
from a vertical launcher against an electronic target at a very
low altitude. The flight path of the vehicle along with health
parameters were monitored using a number of tracking
instruments deployed by ITR, Chandipur. All sub-systems performed as per expectation. Defence Minister Rajnath Singh
has congratulated all concerned for the successful flight test.

IAF

Government of India had approved an integrated smart
power fencing project named Integrated Perimeter Security
System (IPSS) for 23 Air Bases after the terrorist attack on
Pathankot Air Base during January 2016. BEL had signed a
contract with Indian Air Force for establishing Integrated Perimeter Security Systems for 23 Air Bases across eight states.
The pilot site was commissioned in February 2021.BEL has
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Australia’s first Triton is on track to
be delivered just as the US Navy expects
to achieve initial operating capability
with their multi-intelligence Tritons, the
same configuration Australia is receiving. The identical capabilities will allow
the RAAF and US Navy to share data
and maintain an unblinking autonomous
intelligence, surveillance, reconnaissance
and targeting capability over some of the
world’s most critical maritime regions.

Defence Minister Rajnath Singh handed
over five DRDO developed products
to the Armed forces and other security agencies at an event held at DRDO
Bhawan, New Delhi on December 14,
2021, as part of Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav celebrations. He also handed over
six Transfer of Technology agreements to
seven public and private sector companies. Speaking on the occasion, the Defence Minister said, such seminars help
in meeting of the minds and evolving a
common strategy to face enemy threats.
Products handed over to the Indian Air
Force were Smart Anti Airfield Weapon&
Chaff Variants. Secretary, DDR&D and
Chairman, DRDO Dr G. Satheesh Reddy,
Vice Chiefs of Army, Navy and Air Staff,
other senior civil and military officials
of Ministry of Defence and Home Affairs
were also present on the occasion.

DRDO and Indian Air Force (IAF) flighttested the indigenously designed and
developed Helicopter launched Stand-off
Anti-tank (SANT) Missile from Pokhran
ranges on December 11, 2021. The flighttest was successful in meeting all its mission objectives. The missile is equipped
with a state-of-the-art Millimetre Wave
(MMW) seeker which provides high
precision strike capability from a safe
distance. The weapon can neutralise targets in a range up to 10 kms. The SANT
missile has been designed and developed
by Research Centre Imarat, Hyderabad in
coordination with other DRDO labs and
participation from industries. Defence
Minister Rajnath Singh has congratulated
the team associated with the mission.

BEL receives biggest avionics order ever
from HAL for LCA Tejas

AUSTRALIA’S FIRST MQ-4C TRITON TAKES SHAPE
Northrop Grumman Corporation recently completed a significant milestone
in the production of Australia’s first
MQ-4C Triton high-altitude, long-endurance (HALE) aircraft when the aircraft
fuselage was mounted onto Triton’s
unique one-piece wing. Once completed
and delivered, Triton’s powerful payload
and endurance will provide the Royal
Australian Air Force (RAAF) with the
ability to detect and analyze threats that
were previously undetectable.
“This production milestone further demonstrates our commitment
to both sides of the cooperative program between the Royal Australian
Air Force and the US Navy,” said Rho
Cauley-Bruner, Triton program manager, Northrop Grumman. “We are on
schedule to deliver Triton’s powerful
capability in support of Australia’s national security.”

Bharat Electronics Ltd (BEL) reported on
December 16, 2021 that it has received
an order worth `2,400 crores from
Hindustan Aeronautics Limited (HAL) for
the manufacture and supply of 20 types
of airborne electronic systems to be fitted on the LCA Tejas Mk1A fighter which
is a part of LCA Tejas Mk1A programme.
The order was recived in the presence
of respective general managers in the
presence of Anandi Ramalingam, CMD,
BEL, and R. Madhavan, CMD, HAL. The
order spanning five years from 2023 to
2028 involves supply of critical avionic
Line Replaceable Units (LRUs) related
to Digital Flight Control Computers, Air
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Pratt & Whitney

Pratt & Whitney named Jill Albertelli President of its Military Engines business.
Albertelli was most recently Pratt & Whitney’s Senior Vice President of Transformation and Strategy.

Northrop Grumman

Northrop Grumman has elected Matthew Bromberg as Corporate Vice President, Global Operations, effective February 16, 2022.

Raytheon Technologies

Raytheon Technologies announced that Raja Maharajh has been appointed as
General Counsel of Raytheon Technologies and will report directly to Chairman
and Chief Executive Officer Greg Hayes.

Data Computers, Weapon Computers,
LRUs related to Radar Warning Receiver
(RWR) and Head Up Display. The LRUs
have been indigenously designed and
developed by Aeronautical Development
Agency (ADA), DRDO Labs, Aeronautical Development Establishment (ADE),
Combat Aircraft Systems Development
and Integration Centre (CASDIC) and
Central Scientific Instruments Organisation (CSIO). This is the biggest ever order
received by BEL for Avionic Systems.

(SDG&E) took delivery of the first S-70M
Restricted Category aircraft on November 18. Flight safety was instrumental
to the certification effort. S-70M is a
third-generation Black Hawk helicopter
featuring a digital cockpit, GE 701D
engines, and wide chord rotor blades for
increased levels of performance.

Americas

Drone Mela (Exhibition) at Gwalior

Civil Aviation
Asia-Pacific

FAA issues Certificate of Airworthiness
for the first Type Certified S-70M Black
Hawk Helicopter

The Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA) announced on December 07, 2021
that it has completed its certification of
the S-70M Black Hawk helicopter — a
new type designation — by issuing
Sikorsky, a Lockheed Martin company a
Restricted Category Special Airworthiness Certificate. FAA certification, and
the establishment of a pilot type rating,
are expected to broaden the market for
the military-designed helicopter by allowing civil and commercial operators in
the US to purchase new Black Hawk aircraft direct from the factory. California
public utility San Diego Gas & Electric
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Gwalior Drone Mela was organised jointly by Ministry of Civil Aviation, Government of Madhya Pradesh & Federation
of Indian Chambers of Commerce & Industry (FICCI) on December 11, 2021, at
Gwalior. The programme was the biggest
congregation of drone manufacturers,
service providers, drone enthusiasts and
user communities, especially students,
farmers and common man of the city.
Programme included drone exhibition,
demonstration, drone competition, industry – user interactions and launches
which were carried out in the presence
of Shivraj Singh Chouhan, Chief Minister of Madhya Pradesh & Jyotiraditya
M. Scindia, Minister of Civil Aviation &
other luminaries. Five Drone Schools are
also to be set-up in Madhya Pradesh. l

given sub-contract to many Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEM) and System Integrators to implement the projects.

MoCA

Government of India has formulated a Greenfield Airport
Policy, 2008 which provides Guidelines for establishment
of new Greenfield Airports in the country. As per Policy, an
Airport Developer, including the State Governments, willing
to establish an Airport is required to send a proposal to the
Ministry of Civil Aviation (MoCA). Under UDAN scheme, so far,
154 Regional Connectivity Scheme (RCS) airports including
14 water aerodromes & 36 helipads have been identified for
development/upgradation.

NORTHROP GRUMMAN

Northrop Grumman Corporation successfully completed the
second flight test of its new anti-access/area denial (A2/
AD) missile, demonstrating capabilities that will meet key
objectives for the upcoming Stand-in Attack Weapon (SiAW)
program. The test was completed utilizing a company-owned
CRJ-700 aircraft as the testbed for the air to surface mission
computer and sensors. Northrop Grumman invested to actively mature and test its A2/AD missile design, which meets
U.S. Air Force requirements for SiAW and other programs. Featuring open architecture interfaces, the Northrop Grumman
solution will bridge current requirements while enabling rapid
future upgrades to meet changing mission requirements.
The Northrop Grumman Corporation and Raytheon
Technologies Next Generation Interceptor (NGI) team has
completed its System Requirements Review (SRR) and is
proceeding with initial system design, further risk reduction
testing, and critical component qualification activities. The
Missile Defense Agency (MDA) approved the SRR, which
was completed ahead of schedule, and is the first major
technical review for the Northrop Grumman and Raytheon
Technologies NGI homeland defense interceptor program.
This achievement comes after Northrop Grumman and Raytheon Technologies demonstrated its NGI Common Software
Factory, which enables rapid development, integration and
delivery in a DevSecOps environment.

PRATT & WHITNEY

Pratt & Whitney Canada, a business unit of Pratt & Whitney,
announced that Amphibian Aerospace Industries Pty Ltd.
has selected the PT6A-67F turboprop engine to power its
iconic twin-engine G-111T amphibious aircraft as part of a
Supplemental type certificate (STC) upgrade.
Pratt & Whitney announced today that it will expand
its global network of providers that maintain the Pratt &
Whitney GTF engine to Korean Air, specifically its Korean Air
Maintenance and Engineering Division. The facility will serve
PW1100G-JM engines for the A320neo family with full disassembly, assembly and test capability.
Pratt & Whitney Canada, a business unit of Pratt &
Whitney, announced that Transport Canada Civil Aviation has
type certified the PW812D turbofan engine that will power
the Dassault Falcon 6X business jet.
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There is an urgent need to take a serious look at
the air safety aspects in the operation of military
helicopters, identify and correct the weaknesses in the
system
The crash on December 8, 2021 in the Nilgiris of a Mi-17
V5 helicopter belonging to No. 109 Squadron located at the
Indian Air Force (IAF) Station at Sulur near Coimbatore, has
undoubtedly proved to be a major disaster not only for the
IAF; but for the nation as well. Under normal circumstances,
the loss of a helicopter of the IAF would not have created
shockwaves that spread across the nation as also in some of
the neighbouring countries as it did in this case. However, the
crash on December 8, 2021 was somewhat different as the
helicopter was carrying the senior most appointment in the
Indian Armed Forces – the Chief of Defence Staff (CDS) General Bipin Rawat who was accompanied by his wife Madhulika
Rawat. Both the passengers of high status on board the helicopter along with the staff of seven from the Indian Army and
an IAF crew of four, perished in the crash that took place in
the vicinity of the Defence Services Staff College (DSSC) at Wellington where the helicopter was to land a few minutes later.
The lone survivor in the crash, Group Captain Varun Singh, an
instructor at the DSSC, who had been sent to Sulur to be the
liaison officer to the VVIP during his visit to the DSSC, tragically succumbed to the severe burn injuries a week later while
undergoing treatment in the Command Hospital Air Force at
Bengaluru.
The crash of the IAF Mi-17 V5 on December 8 this year with
the CDS on board, is the 294th accident involving military helicopters in India since December 21, 1963 i.e over a span of last
58 years. Without doubt, this is one of the worst crashes involving a military helicopter in the history of the Indian Armed
forces. It is also a grim reminder of the crash 58 years ago of
the Alouette III helicopter in Poonch on November 22, 1963 in
which six high ranking officers of the Indian Army and the IAF
had perished. As per a report in the media, the officers were
on their way to inspect a new water-head that was constructed
after electricity and power supply was affected in the town.
Unfortunately, the helicopter collided with telephone cables at
an altitude of 200 feet and crashed. The list of the officers who
died in the accident included Lt General Daulat Singh, General
Officer Commanding in Chief, Western Command; Air Vice Marshal E.W. Pinto, Air Officer Commanding in Chief, Western Air
Command; Lt General Bikram Singh, Commander of No. 15
Corps under Western Command; Major-General K.N.D. Nana-
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By air marshal b.K. PANDEY (Retd)

vati, GOC 25 Infantry Division and Brigadier S.R. Ram Oberoi,
Commander 93 Infantry Brigade, were the five officers who
were on their way to outposts near Poonch. Flt Lt S.S. Sodhi,
the pilot in command of the ill-fated helicopter and crew, also
died in the crash.
The crash on December 8, 2021 is the second incident of
its kind in India in which a top-ranking General of the Indian
Army perished along with his spouse in an accident involving a military aircraft. On May 7, 1993, a Mi-8 helicopter of
the IAF with Lt General Jameel Mehmood, Commander in
Chief, Eastern Army Command and his better half on board
who were on an official tour, had crashed in flames in Bhutan
resulting in the death of all those who were in the helicopter.
Another accident involving a high dignitary was on November 14, 1997 in the Lungar sector, Tawang district of Arunchal
Pradesh, in which the then Union Minister of State for Defence,
N.V.N. Somu along with three members from the Indian Army
including a Major General, died in the crash. The wreckage of
the helicopter and the bodies of the four victims were found
at an altitude of more than 4,000 metres in a snow-bound
area. Twenty-three years later, in 2020, an Indian Air Force
Mi-17 helicopter crashed at Bomdir near Tawang in Arunachal
Pradesh, killing 12 defence personnel on board including an
officer of the Indian Army of the rank of Lieutenant Colonel.
But perhaps the most tragic as well as bizarre episode was
the loss of a Mi-17 V5 helicopter on February 27, 2019. In
this case, the helicopter had taken off from Srinagar on a routine mission, but was shot down by our own Air Defence unit
deployed in the area that wrongly identified it as an enemy
aircraft. All six servicemen on board as well as the crew sustained fatal injuries in the crash.
Since December 1963, on an average, the IAF has lost
more than five helicopters per year with tragic loss of lives that
included not only the air crew flying the helicopters; but also a
number of high ranking officers and other personnel travelling
on duty aboard these machines. Undoubtedly, there is an urgent
need to take a serious look at the air safety aspects in the operation of military helicopters, identify and correct the weaknesses
in the system to restrain the disturbing regularity with which
accidents involving military helicopters have been taking place
in the country over the years. SP
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C-390 MILLENNIUM

UNBEATABLE
COMBINATION

SPEED IN THE AIR AND
FASTER TURNAROUNDS.
Reaching a maximum cruise speed of Mach 0.80,
carrying 26t, and operating at a ceiling of 36,000ft,
the twin turbofan-powered C-390 Millennium
delivers outstanding tactical performance with
strategic effect. For the crew, new innovations
including the fully automated cargo handling and
aerial systems that reduce workload and improve
productivity. Already proven in service with the
Brazilian Air Force and, with contracts signed
by the Portuguese and Hungarian Air Forces,
the multi-mission C-390 takes mobility to the next
level even in the most challenging environments.

#C390UnbeatableCombination
embraerds.com

Photographic record made during the unpaved runway
test campaign.

